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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day,
And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will be provided after
the shipment.Pages Number: 10412 Publisher: Beijing Normal
University Press Pub. Date :2009-09. Tourism Economics to the
community socialist market economic theory. applied
economics. tourism. management and other multi-disciplinary
knowledge. a comprehensive and systematic exposition of the
basic theory of economics. tourism. basic principles and
methods. The main contents include the concept of economics.
tourism. nature characteristics. formation and development of
their economic status and role in society; tourism product
composition. characteristics. types. trends and forms of trade
in tourism services; tourism demand. tourism consumption
and characteristics and patterns of tourism supply. tourism
product development and product system; tour price
formation. supply and demand and tourism supply and
demand flexibility and balance; tourism market classification.
the market mechanism. market structure and competition
policy; tourism economy. tourism and economic growth
fluctuations in tourism macro-control; tourism income
distribution. redistribution and the multiplier effect of tourism;
tourism investment content. composition and evaluation of
tourism projects and feasibility studies; tourism economic
structure. content. and rationalization and advancement;
tourism economic accounting. tourism satellite accounts and
travel cost analysis and evaluation; tourism development
model of economic development...
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I just started out reading this ebook. I could comprehended every little thing out of this written e book. I am pleased to
inform you that this is actually the very best publication i have read through inside my personal life and could be he
best ebook for ever.
-- Antonia  O r n IV-- Antonia  O r n IV

A really awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. Indeed, it is engage in, still an amazing and interesting
literature. I am just very easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a composed publication.
-- Petr a  K upha l-- Petr a  K upha l
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